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shaggy manes and over their tail ends. The Keef swarmed everywhere,finds herself deep in the center of a long-ago
hundreds of them for each of the Buffalo, crawling, biting, chewing, buried issue. This groundbreaking breakthrough
reveals her past in a whole new light, and she
and attacking the Buffalo until the Buffalo were not there, only a
swarm of a moving black mass. Still, the Buffalo moved on. All three finds a new perspective on her beliefs and the
dropped a little from view as they descended into the hive. We were family that raised her. This hole is a
catalyst for Lizzi to dig up her past and come
above them and could still see them. The hive was enormous, so
enormous it must have contained millions of Keef. The first Buffalo to terms with the crumbling foundation of her
to reach the hive kept on in a straight direction, the two on each side family structure. Through childhood memories
that flood her mind Lizzi struggles to face
began to fan out, appearing to seek the edges of the hive. Then the
Dreamworld Macmillan
her own insecurities and is determined to heal
first one dropped.
Gia wants to make her sophomore year at Longfellow High
Wide-Open World Harlequin
this damaged part of her landscape and life.
unforgettable, and, after a makeover and an attitude adjustment, The Growing-Tree By: Gwen Mariani Lizzi Young Along with a little encouragement from her
lives in a small New England town with her
deceased grandmother, Gigi, insights from her
she gets on the school dance squad, makes new friends, and
husband, two teenage sons, and four dogs. At
quirky and elderly Aunt Eleanor, and an
scores a date, but soon things go horribly wrong.
forty-four years old she finds herself living unlikely connection to a lonely neighbor,
A World Without You Ballantine Books
the life she dreamed of, but something has
Lizzi finds the strength to rebuild her
Gwen Jorgensen intends to win the Rio 2016 Olympic
triathlon—an event no US athlete, man or woman, has ever won. been stirring beneath the foundation of safety foundation and grow as an individual.
and security on which she has built her life
Hostage Rescue Elena Aitken
Gwen is a stubborn perfectionist, driven to excel. Combining
and family. A passing spring storm reveals a
First published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
natural ability, organization, and discipline, she chases this goal
hole in her beautiful backyard, and Lizzi
& Francis, an informa company.
with passion. In Gwen Jorgensen: USA's First Olympic Gold
begins to question the solid foundation she
Bitsy's Bait & BBQ FriesenPress
Medal Triathlete, take a front-row seat at the Rio 2016 Olympics
has depended on all these years. Roots from a
With 75 beloved Bible stories, Read and Share Anywhere!
and watch Gwen as she battles the ocean, careens down dangerous large oak tree, cut down several years
combines time-honored favorite Bible stories from the Old
hills on her bike, and runs to victory. Interspersed throughout is
earlier, have finally disintegrated,
and New Testaments paired with Scripture verses,
her tale of transformation from child swimmer to university runner collapsing within and exposing the past
questions, and prayers to encourage more engagement
and eventually Olympic triathlete. It is a story of disappointment, devastation to the light of day. This
with toddlers and preschoolers. More than 1 million
failure, change, growth, and accomplishment. This book explores discovery comes on the heels of her extended
themes of personal discovery, risk-taking, goal-setting, and team- family becoming bitter and estranged after the families have trusted Read and Share for developing their
child's faith. With our busy, on-the-go lives, these short
death of her grandmother, Gigi, three years
building and is sure to inspire everyone to reach for their own
earlier. As they attempt to drag her into the stories can travel with your family anywhere! Each story
dreams.
latest family saga that creates a clear divide will capture your little ones' hearts and minds and are
Water Dogs Penguin
Once the first Buffalo broke through to the hive, it was swarmed all in the ones she loves, it quickly becomes the perfect for reading aloud. The kid-friendly language and
most difficult decision she has ever had to
bold, colorful illustrations make this a family favorite that
over with Keef. The other Buffalo then broke from their single file
make.
Unable
to
make
sense
of
the
emotional
will help your children grow in their faith and love of God.
and made their way to the side of the first. They were swarmed over
turmoil
she
feels
for
them
and
the
strong
as well. The Keef moved up their legs, onto their backs, into their
The backpack-size book makes for an easy grab-and-go
stance not to get involved this time, she
history.itead.cc by guest
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large and loving shearer's family who are new arrivals to the district.
When the McBrides' eldest daughter falls in love with the Holtens'
only son and heir, it seems impossible that they can have a future
together. As conflict and tragedy confront them, it is only with great
determination that their love can survive.The Last Mile Home is an
unforgettable story of the power of enduring love.
The Last Mile Home Taylor & Francis
Sometimes when you fall, you land just where you need to be…
Gwen Tennison got out of Afghanistan alive but scarred—and then
got stuck on her sister’s couch. When she’s offered a job
managing the U.S. tour for rock music’s hottest, most troubled star,
it seems like just the thing to snap her out of her post-injury funk.
Her instructions are simple: start the shows on time, and keep him
including those that unfold like a map, hide secrets by opening clean. But Lucas Wheeler may be more than she can handle.
in mysterious ways, tell a story on a scroll, and contain
Though he’s drug-free, he still feels the need, and his gorgeous,
individual cards that slip into pockets.
capable new tour manager is a challenge he can’t ignore. Fame
The Family Herald iUniverse
and infamy have forced Lucas to protect his heart, but soon he finds
himself craving Gwen’s touch, and yearning to give her control. And
The series that readers are calling, "touching, funny, sweet
Gwen might feel the same way. But it’s not just the mutual heat
and gut-wrenching all mixed together." By USA Today
Bestselling Author, Elena Aitken! She can’t get over the past. between them that is keeping Gwen on her toes. Someone is
He's falling for a lie. Is their love strong enough to survive the following Lucas from city to city. With more than just her job on the
line Gwen must decide how much she’s willing to risk to keep
truth? With a hot new look, and an even hotter new social
Lucas safe. Lisa Nicholas lives in Michigan with a ridiculously
media career, Gwen is barely recognizable from the
adorable golden retriever named Maddie and possibly more cats
overweight, awkward girl she’d been the last time she spent a than is sensible. If she's not writing, she's feeding her story
summer in the resort town of Cedar Springs. And that’s
addiction any way she can: raiding Netflix, pillaging her local
exactly what she’s counting on. Gwen knew there was a
bookstore and library, and (most recently) tearing her way through
chance she’d run into the boy who broke her heart all those
the comics archive at Marvel.

option and provides a durable, portable way to keep kids devastatingly handsome boy appears in the halls of her
entertained. Read and Share Anywhere! is a perfect size school, Theia knows she's seen Haden before- not around
for church, car trips, travel, doctor visits—any place for on- town, but in her dreams. As the Haden of both the night
the-go families.
and the day beckons her closer one moment and pushes
Theatrical Liberalism Thomas Nelson
her away the next, the only thing Theia knows for sure is
When you are ready, seek and you shall find. It is your
that the incredible pull she feels towards him is stronger
gift. Gwen Harper left Pendleford thirteen years ago and
than her fear. And when she discovers what Haden truly
hasn’t looked back. Until an inheritance throws her into
is, Theia's not sure if she wants to resist him, even if the
the mystical world she thought she’d escaped.
cost is her soul.
Confronted with her great-aunt’s legacy Gwen must finally Echoes of Lucifer Oliver-Heber books
Presents instructions for making various kinds of books,
face up to her past.
Rapid Descent Dorrance Publishing
A feline shifter finds a man who makes her roar in a novel by the
New York Times-bestselling author who has “a gift with words and
humor” (USA Today). Growing up on the tough Philly streets, Gwen
O'Neill knows how to fend for herself. But what is she supposed to
do with a nice suburban Jersey boy who has a tendency to turn into
a massive Grizzly? Despite his menacing growl and four-inch claws,
Gwen finds Lachlan "Lock" MacRyrie cute and really sweet. He
actually watches out for her, and unlike the rest of her out-of-control
family, manages not to morbidly embarrass her. Too bad cats don't
believe in forever. At nearly seven feet tall, Lock is used to people
responding to him in two ways: screaming or running away.
Gwen--half lioness, half tigress, all kick-ass--does neither. She's
sexy beyond belief and smart as hell, but she's so busy protecting
her family and friends that she's forgetting about her own safety.
Lock probably shouldn't get involved, but he can't simply walk away.
Not when Gwen means absolutely everything to him. “With a sharp
eye for detail, Laurenston manages to combine Animal Planet and
The Sopranos with bonus life-altering roller derby. Fans of the
series will enjoy this latest addition.”—Publishers Weekly Praise for
Shelly Laurenston's novels "Bear Meets Girl is hilarious, sexy
fun."--Heroes and Heartbreakers "Fast-paced action and smoking
hot love scenes." --RT Book Reviews Top Pick on Wolf with
Benefits

years ago, but she wasn’t prepared for the man he’d
become—or the fact that he doesn’t remember her at all. It’s
been ten years since Ian McCormick has been back in town
and he’s more than ready to put his family drama behind him,
start a new business and maybe even have a little fun. And
what better way to enjoy summer at the lake than with the
gorgeous brunette he can’t stop thinking about? It was just
supposed to be a fun little experiment for her followers. A test
to see if looks really do matter. Would Ian be interested the
Freak the Mighty Simon and Schuster
Theatrical Liberalism offers a comprehensive history of the role new and improved version of her after all these years? It was
perfect. At least until all the feelings she thought were long
of Judaism in the creation of American entertainment,
dead, come rushing back. And once the plan is in motion, she
reexamining the distinction between the secular and the
religious, providing a new way of understanding both modern can’t back out. With their hearts on the line, can Gwen
continue to play a game that could devastate them both and
Jewish culture and liberalism, as well as their crucial
destroy the only real chance at love she’s ever had?
contributions to a pluralist society.

A Bohemian Dream Kensington
The last thing detective Gwen Meyers expected to examine
was the body of her former classmate--and lover--Kathy
Wright. One look and Gwen knows the scene is staged. For
Gwen, the long Wisconsin winter just got colder. The arrival of
forensic investigator Chloe Carpenter brings little warmth, and
the interference of Kathy's father, a department captain, throws
the investigation off kilter. Scarletsville is a small town run by
powerful men. Another murder leads to the inescapable
conclusion that persons unknown are frightened by the
investigation.
The Language Of Spells Meyer & Meyer Sport
Mary, a single mother of an eight-year-old girl and ten-year-old
boy, asks Mike, a long-time patient at the animal clinic where
she works, for a favor: deliver a load of firewood to her remote
The Mane Squeeze Usborne Publishing Ltd
home. This begins a story that sees two lonely people find love
Ethnicity and Dementias Strategic Book Publishing &
From one of Australia's finest storytellers comes a classic love story. and happiness, but only after their love is tested by a deranged
Rights Agency
. . It is 1953 in a small Australian country town, a time of postwar
Theia Alderson has always led a sheltered life in the small prosperity and hope. The Holtens are wealthy, yet austere graziers ex-husband and a depraved woman doctor.

California town of Serendipity Falls. But when a

who have lived on the land for generations. The McBrides are a

Bring My Baby Home Thomas Nelson
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Narrated in alternating voices by Olympian Gwen
Jorgensen's mother and sister, this book is an inspiring
story Jorgensen and her family. Her story will take readers
inside the personal life of a professional athlete, complete
with family crises and holiday celebrations.

written Water Dogs, a suspenseful, disquieting, and
compulsively readable first novel that takes an
unforgettable look at the delicate patchwork of a family.
Bennie knows that the details of his life don’t show well. A
twenty-seven-year-old college dropout with stalled
Cold Summer Meyer & Meyer Media
ambitions, he works at an animal shelter and lives with his
Today, he’s a high school dropout with no future. Tomorrow,
bullheaded older brother, Littlefield, in their old family
he’s a soldier in World War II. Kale Jackson has spent years
home on Meadow Island, Maine, a house that has fallen
trying to control his time-traveling ability but hasn't had much
into disrepair since their father’s untimely death several
luck. One day he lives in 1945, fighting in the war as a
years earlier. When a massive blizzard hits the state one
sharpshooter and helplessly watching soldiers—friends—die.
Saturday afternoon, Bennie, Littlefield, and a crew of
Then the next day, he’s back in the present, where WWII has
roughneck war-game enthusiasts decide to play paintball
bled into his modern life in the form of PTSD, straining his
at the local granite quarry. Bennie accidentally falls into a
relationship with his father and the few friends he has left.
gully, landing in the hospital, and wonders if his life can get
Every day it becomes harder to hide his battle wounds, both
physical and mental, from the past. When the ex-girl-next-door, any worse. But when one of the players disappears during
Harper, moves back to town, thoughts of what could be if only the storm and Littlefield becomes the main suspect in the
he had a normal life begin to haunt him. Harper reminds him of disappearance, Bennie realizes that the game might have
the person he was before the PTSD, which helps anchor him had much higher stakes. Then Littlefield takes off without a
to the present. With practice, maybe Kale could remain in the word of explanation, forcing Bennie to seriously question
present permanently and never step foot on a battlefield again. his loyalty to his enigmatic brother. With the guidance of
Maybe he can have the normal life he craves. But then Harper his intrepid girlfriend, Helen, and his twin sister, Gwen,
finds Kale’s name in a historical article—and he’s listed as a
Bennie goes looking for answers, embarking on a journey
casualty of the war. Is Kale’s death inevitable? Does this
that brings him closer to a truth he may not want to
mean that, one of these days, when Kale travels to the past,
discover. What he finds will change his family and his life
he may not come back? Kale knows now that he must learn to
forever. Written in prose as arresting and spare as the
control his time-traveling ability to save himself and his chance
novel’s rural Maine setting, Lewis Robinson’s Water Dogs
at a life with Harper. Otherwise, he’ll be killed in a time where
is a marvel of modern fiction, a book rich in empathy that
he doesn’t belong by a bullet that was never meant for him.
follows one man’s path through the uncertainties of youth
Undercover Secrets, Untold Lies Random House
and loss toward self-discovery.
Hunted by the men who abducted her brother… Her life is in
this cowboy’s hands. Gwen Ryland knows two things about
the men pursuing her through the Rocky Mountains: they’re
holding her brother hostage…and they won’t stop until they
catch her, too. Now Gwen’s life depends on the man who
once broke her friend’s heart—former army ranger Caden
O’Callaghan. But can they figure out what the men want in
time to save her brother…and Gwen?

Hollow Back Girl Simon and Schuster
Lewis Robinson’s critically acclaimed story collection
Officer Friendly was described by the San Francisco
Chronicle as “eleven letter-perfect stories with the keen
understanding of human nature readers expect to find in
works by veterans like Alice Munro.” Now Robinson has
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